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SUA111.1W

Scotion 0)4' of thit; papcP octo forth the

mxtional, design and intCncliAl NSC of the training

m(')nograph series, "Literacy IN Development" which

has been commissioned by the 'Int,4rnational Insti-

tuto for Adult Literacy Net-hods. The.series,

ohtch ls to be used as the basis for the Insti-

t:ute's fu.ture training abtivities, addressds the

needs of middle level literacy workers and treats

those operaions basic o the conduct of literacy

and non-formal education programs.

Section Too summarizes'the recommendations

of a Panel of Experts which met in BerZin (West) fr-om

11-17 July, 2975 .to consider the monograph series.

The meeting had as its general objectives the examina-
,

tion of the role of training in the-promotion of non-
.

formal education and the identification of appropriate

trating strategies,and methodoZogies. The more

immediate purpose of the meet'ing was that of discussing

and guiding the development of the Ins-titute's mono-

graph series. ,



t-IECTI ON .ONE

"I,iteracy in Development" 'is a series '.of training monographs

commi',sioned by the International InstitlItte for Adult Literacy Methods

and is addres,sed to .the need's of intermediate level literacy workers in

developing n-tions. Tlw planning of ,this monograph series' began in the

t2ar, ,aths of 1973 .1t-was born from the realization that relatively

little attention has been paid to.the systewItic training of literacy

workers or to the organization and diffusion oC the wealth of experience

der iv ing from numerous and varied literacy projects and programmes

bein conducted around the world. The reasons for this neglect are

multifold. In many nations, literacy work had its origins in missionary

activities and historically had been little influencedhy scientific

pedagogy. The placement of literacy outside ipe formal education system

is another factor. With some noteworthy exceptions, neither universities

nor teacher's colleges have addressed themselves to the problem of literacy

. work or to the training requirements...of the literacy worker. Yet, the

di :us,on of literacy constitutes a major activity - it is usuafly the

major form of adult education throughouflthe developing world.

.1.1 BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

It was the situation described above which engendered the mono-

graph series. Briefly put, the purpose of this series is to bring to the

field worker-soundly based but simply expressed g 1.t'. e relating to the

problems he faces in his daily work. Such instr should be based

upon both the insights of the social sciences and jp.chings of expe-

rience. Ideally, the' authors of the monographs should possess a first-

hand understanding of the problems of the literacy worker in addition to

an expertise in the subject matter trpated in the monograph.

Dr. Harbans S Bhola has agreed to serve as General Editor of

the series. Bhola, presently Associate Professor.at Indiana University,

has earlier in his career served as Acting Director of Literacy House,

e'Lueknow, India and as a Senior Advisor to the Unesco assisted Functional

Literacy Pilot Project in Tanzania. He is thus familiar with both the

needs of the practitioner and the potential contributions which those in

,academic life may bring to the solution of such'prOblems.

5 .... ..... .-- .......... ......



It is recogni:.ed that the training needs of literaev workers

are varied and complex. Indeed, even the identification of the "middle

level literacy worker" whO constitutes Ahe "target population" for these

monographs is challenging and uncertain. The characteristics of the lit-

eracy worker and the organization of literacy programmes vary markedly

from one societv'to another and even within the same society. The relative

scarcity of.qualified manpower, differences in administrative organization

and traditions, the structure ot the language itywhich literacy is to be

achieved, and, moie generally, the natureof the context ,influence both

the demand for literacy and the manner in which,authorities seek to respond

to it. This variability is, however, by no means uniqye to literacy work.

The planning of electrificatiOnor the establishment of primary schools

encounter analogous uncertainties.. Thus, while it is essential to bear

the differing cirCumstance o the developing nations in mind, it is equally

important to realize that literacy work in. 'all societies raises a set of

common problems'and calls for the effective performance of a number of sithilar

functions if progress is to be achieved. Primers will have to be designed,

written, printed and distributed. Teachers will have to be recruited, se-

lected, trained, assigned, supervised and rewarded for their work. Potential

students will have to be identified, found, persuaded and enrolled before

, classes can begin. These are the types of problems withwhich the monograph

series is concerned. In every socieiy .the nature of these problems will

differ either subtly or enormously. The'applicable techniques will, however,

be similar or identical in many societies. While a primer intended for use

in rural Africa will not be the same as one designed for urban Asia, the

approaches used in developing them will show a good many points of similarity.

No pretense is made that the proposed monograph series will be a

panacea for either the improvement of literacy, programmes or even the improved

training of literacy workers. Sadly, there are rarely simple 4utions to
,complex problems. The objective of the series is more modest: that of providing

the literacy worker with an available, accurate,'comprehensible and useful

training tool and reference. The guidance offered is intended to be suggestive

and illustrative. The practitioner to whom it is addressed is perceived, not

as a robot, but, as a think,ing and discriminating individual capable of deter-

mining.the relevance of what is written to the situation to which he is

6



considering, applying it. Success in litep('y instruction, as in- any activity

which aims at the development of hdman capabilities, must ultimately depend

upon the initiative, imagination and commitment of those responsible for the

undertaling. The purpose of the monographs is to assist these workers by

making avarlable to them in a systematic and organized f4shion Insights per-

tinent to the problems which they encoiinter and instruction.rulating tofthe

functions they are called upon to perform.

While the emphasis in the series is upon literacy, muCa of what .is

discussed is applicable to other forms of non-formal educaton'as well. The

use.of radio for the promotion of litera:y 1, not, ffor example, fundamentally

,different from its use to improve agrimltural practices and promote. public

'health. Indeud, in Well designed programmes these uses are allied and compli-

mentary.

1.2 DESIGN

In order to serve as effective training tools, what mustope mono-

graphs be? First, they must be simply written, direct and to the point. One

must communicate before orie can instruct. Next, they must be written from the

perspective of the field worker. The author must perceive the problem as the

worker perceives it. Wherever possible, the monographs should be an invitation

to dialogue. That is there should be an active problematic format, which places

the 'emphasis upon asking rather than telling. It goes without saying that the

monographs must be pedagogically sound and rich in examples and illustrations,

general principles being demonstrated through particular instances. Wherever,

possible, the rudiments of a subject are to be covered in introductory chapters

with refinements and further developmenis presented in subsequent chapters. In

mystery storiesf the best is saved for the last. In instructional materials,'

the "plot" - in all its esSential aspects must be'expressed in the'opening °

chapter. .Finally, while the monographs will contain a list of reference works

on the subject matter under discussion, it must be remembered that the literacy

worker will not usually live in the shadow of a university library. -Thus the

monographs must be self-contained guides to the essential aspects of the subjects

treated.

_

The use of the monographs in organiiell training sessions is to be
.1".hoped .for and encouraged. But realism requires that We remember that 141.-tcracy

411 7
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, 1,, 1 1 H iii , it. t), important that the

iiiono.)-1-A.,h-, !,e He, ,,,I
, t 1 h, t i (ma I use . To t he extent

'
l 1,1H1', LIIC\ h i l . I I t , \ . I 0.1_21-0,,,.rammed tormat. In short,

the \. ,Iloa I,i Pe : e.i. li I in, hook , . is i , ii not on ly prov i de adv ice but

.17'C !Ili 't'.. t:t H,J iip,tructionAl practice.

11'111', 1'2 1.1sAiz\r1L)N IU IHnflI CIDFRVION

,110,mAPh kkA, Intended to he problem and function

enred. in.it is. the emPhAsi-. placed on resolving the difficulties

the cr,icc v.oilser LVA known to ho 05countering and in assisting him

in the mere ettectke performAnce or the tAsks with which his work con-

rronis him. Hese were the criteria employed by the General Editor

in Cie solcctien er suhiect mAttet.

4.

It will he notej that tAie titles commissioned or under coAsid-

eration,treat A wide range of suhjects "thnicrions and techniques 11).A0

are At various sta:),es of completion. In most instances the work is pro-

mised or in pro,lress. In ether casesz discussion on the "whether" And

"when" continues. The time-table wAich authors set for themselves ten,k,

understandably to be flexible. It should.Le noted here that the h_ono-

raria paid are extremely modQst in relationship to the exj'rtions reqtlired.

The principal compensation is the opportunity to render a substantial

service. Fortunately. this remains a compelling motive.

In the paragraphs whic!; follow, the content 9f each of the

mdno,_iraphs under consideration is summari:ed.

Workors, by S. Thiagarajan,

deals directly with the world of the literacx work'er and talks speci'fically

to his concerns with the teaching-learning teOnique called programmed

instruction. The author stresses the usefulness of programmed materials

in literacy work, as well as their role in the in-service training of

literacy teachers. (Status: In Pres's)

.-_,:t,s2rac Programs, by Richard Burke,

describes the f'eatures of radio broadcasting that recommend it as a

valuable and integral part of any efforf-to provide-literacy and fonda-

mental.education to a wide varietyof audiences. Special emphasis is

8



p I iced upon the act ive role that t 110 t i old 1..erkt. r c in p I iv in

based Iiter.lcv ptogrammes. ii : In

,

, , by Sohan,Singri, seeks to explain the

rationale of an instructional system and to demonstrate the contiections

among its various components. (Statu : In Press).

I

r',v r W,Pcr,, by Kenneth

Baucom, will deal with the implicatie, of Iinolistic.plurality on lit-

eracy activities, the development of isi:Iton languages for-literacy work

the linguistiC,considerations in production of materials, linguistic theory

contributinsl to the understanding of the reading process' and the relationship

between literacy and language learning. (Status : In Preparation)

(.Z1Z;1: C0,77;7777.1>ii.C.,It":7012, by

Fred and Anne :immer, is an attempt t.o show how visual massages can be

effectively planned and designed to reach the people for whom they are

intended. t,Status : In Prepariltion)

iK Fun(!tiona: Literac:i Programs,

by H.S. Bhola, will treat the major points of a paper by Professor Bhola,

"Making Evaluation Operational in Functional Literacy Programs", while

at the same time further developing ihe key concepts. (Status : In Preparationl

for Literae? Work, by H.S.-Bholai will be an

enl4rgement and further development of the ideas expressed in his

ar icle "Some Introductory Lessons in 'Organizational-Literacy' for

ctional Literacy Workers":
%.(

Status : In Preparation)

i
RuraI Li7r:,7ris, byE.C. Shaw, will treat the problems of

16-iadeqUate book distribution and analyze possible schemes for achieving

/
better .44stribution of reading materials among semi and new literate

/ reading publics. (Status : In Preparation)

Teaching.Words -and Trie,2s to Afiitit Learners, by Edgar Dale,

discusses the necessary stepts in the development of word lists for

use in the develoPment.of literacy texts and follow-up materdals to

assure that materials written for adults remain readable. Basic techniques

for enhancing readability are presented. (Status : In Preliaration)



t.

_. 11( Rik' id Lvans alhl Day id K insey speaks

to t he, ir:e of :; i mu I i t Lew; and game:-. and t he ir value in non-formal editcat ion

pro cc t The authors will draw'upon g.imes and s i mu lat ion:; developed for

t he l'cuador ne1-lona:11 educat ion project in t he (kvelopment of the monograph.

Ht.itus : In Preparation)
4

M*r:',zio for NcL, Li
hv HiS. khola, will bo the topic of 1 tuture monograph now in the planning'.

tages. The author mill draw upon his experience in this field and include

inform.it'ion on the training of writers, book ArOduction and book distribution

(StAtus ) In Preparation)

% Prcvrammcs for Adult Women, by Marion Halverson, will

draw upon the author's many years of field work in the design and imple-

men'ation of programmes for women. (Status : In'Preparation)
\\

A J7Jbal. Scicnce Curriculum for Unschoo:d Adults, is an ambitious.

project being undertaken by faculty members at- Indiana University. The

monograph will seek to explain.a number of basic scientific concepts relating

to everyday life and show their interrelationships and the uses to which

such knowledge can be applied. (Status : In Prepaiation)

1.4 TITLES IN SEARCH OF AUTHORS

Lessons from Anthropology for the Literacy Worker

Lessons from Sociology for the Literacy Worker

Les'sons from Psychology for the Literacy Worker:-

Assessment of Learner Needs

'The Role of Mass Media in Literacy Training

The Training of 'Literacy Trainers

Writing.Literacy Primers

1.5 PUBLICATION, DISTRIBUTION AND USE

, 'The preparation of manuscripts, while essential, is only a first

step)in answering the training needs to which the monographs are addressed.

First, the or lnal languages of the monographs Will be English. But lit-

eracy workers will not, in general, know a European language. Thus, trans-

lation into national or regional languagesis important. How can translation

be encouraged? What sources of financing would be,available?

1 0
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It is further realiasd that a copcious effort is required

for the transformation of 3 book - even one presented in self-instructional

format - into a training tool. It is not sufficient to hand a monograph

to a literacy worker. One must demonstrate-that the monograph's contents

are useful in solving the.problem the worker is encountering. This could

be achieved through ti*eof the monographs in workshops at the national,

regional and local levels in the developing countries.

The Institute anticiNtes that the monograph svries will form

the basis of its future training activities. It proposes to encourage

their use by m:Aing assistance available for the organization of workshops

and seminars. To the extent that its resources allow,. the Institute will

provide consultants or staff members to participate in such workshops.

'Priority consideration would be accorded to those who demonstrate their-

seriousness by translating the monographs to be used in such training

sessions into a national language. Users of the monographs will also

be encouraged to correspond with the Institute which will seek to respond

adequately to all inquiries.

1.

1 1
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..,1t* 11 ON 1 1

The panel ot 1-xperts to dicuss "Literacy in Development", a

soric of training monogrdphs commis,ioned by the International Intitute

for Adult Literacy lethods (11ALM)', was held at the Public Administration.

Promotion Centre in Berlin (West) from 11-17 July, 1975.

'IT panel organ i sod by j he Ge-rman Foundat ion for' Int ernat ional

Do\olopllent, Was held in kzo-operation with the German Adiat Education

As-:ociation 3nd the International Institute tor Adult Literacy MrthodS.
t

11.1 OBJECTIVES

The meetimg had as its general objectives the examination of the

role of training in!the promotion of non-formal education and the identifica-

!ion of approrriate training strategies and methodologies. It Was felt that

such ,luidance would be.of direct relevance to the organizing institutions in

the design and conduct of their training activities. It was lioped that other

.IntLmitional organizations and the sponsors of bilateral assistance programmes

might be indirect beneficidries the recommendations 'deriving from the meeting.

The increasin er,lrhasis which has recently been placed upon non-formal

education made the meeting tiTeIrl, 'Npn-formal approaches to education iMply a

need for new training strategris and priorities. In many cases the adaptation

or replacement of prevailing triIlaing strategies with new and more suitable

models may be required.

es

The more immediate purpose of the meeting was that-of iscussing

and piiding the development of the series of training monographs commissioned

the HALM. Panel paricipants were asked to offer specific suggestions

pertaining to the revision of the three monographs in hand: The Use of Radio
4

Prcjrooc by Professor Richard Burke; Learning to Read

*The International Institute for Adult Literacy Methods (IIALM) was founded
in 196S under an agreement between Unesco and the Government 'of Iran. Since
that time, the Government ,of Pakistan has joined the Governing Board of the
Institute.

1 2
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.1 1 II( t i orm 1 Development
in of the }land i capped

r lectcd on the basis of their ability to

n of training in non-formal education and to

1- n the develobment of the monograph scric--'s.

c n to .;clecting individuals who, if convinced

th, mon(wrAph series could assist with the deve-

,1 1-11re it!; use in national training activitie,;.

p;o1,1 of Experts. included:

,n I hr. (ley(' lopmvn t of the monograph !a_.r I -

I A LI

I I. of 10(110 1:n &Mt hi to racy l' ro;1 mown

or Richard liCirke

/PH /:!?!/ UCrid and /loading to Learn: An
Ai '0,0(1(41 1.0 a' n tom of hitiracy J nn I ruqtiore

wffrp,i,/ I ntrt rt.4(7 tion for bi Loral, Wori,
by !;. Thlagarajan,

Uotlini or pr,liminary Neper for:

orworialng for bitoracy Work by H.S. hhola

MIa1uotioon Opprati.ona1 In PurwIlorw!

.Llicraoy Programa by H.S. Molt*
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Tn72rd:: Literacy

.and Vinuql Communigation by Fred and

Anne Zimmer
NA.

Lcononn for the Literacy Worker: Pr-6m,

L1ng7ii8tiorl by Ken Baucom

d. Commentaries on fhe three monographs by participants from

the'German Foundation and the German AdUlt Educationh.
11.4 PROGRAMME ,

PR`

The panel mer.both, in plenary ar4working group sessions.
4

The plenary sessions were devoted to the discussion of the role of

.fraining in non-foi'mai educa'tion, the role of materials such as the manu-
4:-:.

scripts prosented.lir taining, ari'd the' pri5cess involved in the deve-

lopment of the. monograpseries. .The.workingtgroups had as their main

objective the consideratiog.of the three manuscripts in hand as well

a5 outlines for four future manuscripts and were asked to offer suggestions

Assoction

for revision,.

11.5 CONCLUSIONS

. The monograph Sceries, "Literacy in Development" is not conceived

as a final answer to the problems confronting .,literacy workers in developing.

natitms. Instad, the series is seen as a first approximation - i.e., an

approaCli based on.asumptions thought to be plausible regarding training

needs and the means through which.they might be fulfilled.

11.5.1 Aaaumptiona Related to the Role of Training

The first set of assumptions relate to tho role of training in

the promotion of literacy work and the significance of literacy in the

development process.

Me panel took the view that dove, pment is a complex process

and one not Open to easy generalizations. It would be mistaken to assume

either that literacy has no role In development or conversely that literacy

alone will generate development. It should be noted, however, that sustained

development depends upon obtaining and using information and that literacy

is an important - although not. exclusive - means of access tp such,information.

17
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J
Similarly,.flie relationship between training and the success of

literacNi programmes and campaigns is a conditional one. It is unlikely that

iny major literacy programme which does not give explicit and careful attention

the training needs of literacy staff will. succeed. Literacy programmes are

omp
1;

lex social undertakings. Programmes which seek to substitute ent-Kusiasm

:or carefp11y.P1*a4pd and deliberate action arc rarely successful in the long
r

run. While tqiining..itiqly'be considered a pre-requisite fox success, it is not

itself a guaaritee. The elements for success are se eral and include the

;ollowing:

1. Commitment on the part of sponsoring authorities and, more

generally, on the pa,-t of the political and social'structures

of t*he sciciety.

,

2. Motivation on the part of participants.

3. A, co-ordinaid and realistic-plan of action.

4. An organization disposing of the necessary resources neaedgjo
4,Ng

carry out the plan of action'.

S. Training - pr4:-service and inservice isan essential ,aspect

of the proocess,by which the needed human resources can be developed.

To sum up, the Panel recognizod tile existence of a "training gap"

and urged,corrective action such as that to De provided through the,monograph

.erics. In the interest of objectivity, however, it urged that the Tole Of

training in literau 0.ind.othe{:, forms7-of-basic educationiand.ofirtacy in

development be seen as,part of the broad and complex set of interrelattonships

fluted above.

I .5 .2 Tho Moruiiraphe on a ;- I. of Tooln

The panel felt it desirable to make the distinction that the

monographs do not represent an approach to literacy but rather a "set of tools"

which may he advaaageously used with a number of different approaches. This

point was considered htipqmint. as the monographs are conveived a3 flexible

aids for the training of literacy workers and not as a source of toady made

,,olutions to the numerous problems entailed in the conduct of literacy prog-

ramme!,. approach or strategy adopted will depend upon the ideology and

assumptious of 'those charged with guiding. U programme as well as-the resources

1 8 v
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available, the constraints encountered and other related factors. The

literacy monographs are.conceived as a training resource which may expand,

hut should not constrict the latidude available to nrogramme planners.

Nor do the monographs in any way reduce the need resourceful, qualified

__and dcaicated staff. Their purpose is rather to play a role in the effective

. training of such staff.

11.5.3 Monogr4T!hs ag Training Resourcee

As noted earlier, there was consensus that the monographs can play

an important role as a training resource where programmes are intelligently'

designed, adequately supported and staffed by well meaning and well motivated

individuals. It can further be expected that the ways inowhich the monographs

arc employed will vary considerably. In some.instances, theymay be qsed as

part of a comprehensive pre-service training course. In other cases, the mono-
,

graphs will facilitate the conduct of ad hoc and problem oriented in-service

training. Nei- should the,use of the monographs as part of a course of self-

study be minimized. It was urged that the editor and authors of the series

keep the'se various uses,in mind and seek to accomodate them in so'far as iS

possible.

Amohg the ways suggested for achieving the above objectives were

the following:

- The monographs should be as simple AS an adequa s treatment of the

subject will permit. While there will be a mon graph on writing

for readability, it was thought that each MonograPh in the series

should in itself exemplify the criteria put forth in that'mono-

graph. It was noted that such considerations would alse'aid in

the translation of the series.

- It was recommended that the monographs be presented in an activo

problematic format. They shown not so much present a set of

:answers as an invitation to reflection and critical thought.

.Wherevor possiblef, the monographs should be in a semi-programmed

format in order to challenge the reader US well as to facilitate

self study.

1 9
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It was felt approprhite that monographs dealing with more

technical subjects such as-evaluation and organization

be written at a somewhat, higher level than those dealing

with more general subjects such as the-training of -instruc-

tors or the preparation of Teadifi-g materials. The authors

should, however, rememhet that the goal of the series is that

of broviding a basis for informal dialogue among project staff

from. all Specialties. Accordingly, none of the monographs

should present unnecessary difficulties The series shOuld

make information available at a general enough level so that

the reader will both grasp its significance to the conduct of

a, literacy programme and - if needed - be:able to apply it to

the probleMs at hand.

- It was recommended thaf the monograph series he self-contained.
_

That is to say that the monographs should be useful by themselves.

At the same time, Ihe monographs should 'serve as guides to.further

study, The inclusion of an interpretative hihliography, i.e., a,

guide.to the,available references and case materials, would facili-

.tate this goal.

In keeping with the principles set forth in the preceding paragraphs

and in view of the difficulties of formalating general guidelines for the

conduct of non-formal educational programmes, it was Suggested that the mono-.

graphs series should remain, as it hum been conceived, -descr:ptive and i;Ilus-

trative rather than prescriptive. -The illustrations used should be from on-'

going projects and should be sufficiently identified so that the reader, if

he so wishes, could seek additional ipformation on the innovation, its ope-
t,

rations and itl; integration into the proloct as a whole.

It was agreed that the monographs should be sufficient in them-

selve,:. As noted, the series sheuld be open to a variety of U5OS and should

bo directed tp the provision or a core of essential information for the. middle

level literacy worker.

2 0
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11.5.4 .7;;f?..n-,:f,ion of Wor4<cr

The reader of the monograph was as,sumed to be a middle level

literacy worker. Who is she/he? What is his/her level of education and

degree of experience? What are his/her capabiliCes? It was realized

that middle level will be defined differently in different countries and

programmes.' Even within the same setting the middle level evaluation

)l

speci'alist will be quite different in background and experience from the

middle level supervisor. Discussion of the middle level worker resul e d

.in the drawing up of the following profile.

Position

National Head
National Staff

THE MIDDLE LEVEL LITERACY WORKER*

Title Responstibility and
'Qualifications

11 I

*Trainers and Teachers
of Literacy Personnel Senior Officer

1,

Ii

National Centre

Provincial Adult Education
1-5 years experience
Responsible for 30-100

V *Regional Head Officer teachers
E

1, *Regional Staff

i*District Head

Assistant to Senior Officer

Adult Education Officer

Craduate with. te'aching
experience

Ex-teachers on the way up
District Staff

Local Teacher

CAPABILITIES

Subject Matter Experience

Short Adult Primary or second-
Education COurwes ary teaching

.0ne year adult
education
diploma

Extension work

2 1

Lanpape Tool Skills

Good command Variable experience in self
of local and instruction, discussion
or national skills
languages

Able to
handle
beginning
university
level English
(or French or
Spanish)

Some transfer and
applipion skills
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The steps in the development of the monograph series were

discusd'by the Panel. Among the major steps to be considered were
4

th4'o1 1owing:

5.1 Determinirn; the topics to be treated in the monbgraph series:

-Panel members discussed the relevance of topics being treated
in those monographs alroady commissioned and offered suggestions
for future manuscripts. Twics suggested were: the politics of
of literacy,imethods of needs assessment, mass media in adult
literacy oduCation, literacy in urbart areas, the planning ofriit-
cra'cy programmes, lessons from cultural anthropology, lessons-
trom soci6Togy, and indigenous approaches to education.;

5.2 Identifying qualified authors and commissioning them to prepare
monographs: Professor Bhola,outlined steps. being taken to
procure manuscripts by Latin American and African authors. He
noted, however, that the preparation of the monographs is most
easily undertaken where the author enjoys a level of institu-
tional co-operation and this condition is most likely to prevail

.

in the more deVeloped countries. It was noted that where an
author in a developing country encountered specific problems,
the IIALM would seek to make special provisions such as modest
'unding for staff and material aSsistance.

5 . 3 Ex laining the purpose and desired format to prospective authors
for um, in the; monographs: Participants suggested the compilation
of a set of guidelines for prospective authors. It' was noted
that 16 General Editor had prepared detailed correspondence with
prospe.tive authors explaining the purpose of the monographs. In
hi's letters there has been frequent reference made'to individuals
whom the author knew and Mho the General Editor feltt,typified the
audience to'whom the series is addressed. It was reeombended
that the General.Editor use his own judgement in ,the deterraination
qt the extent to mhich a standardized set of guidelines Would be
helpful. .

;

5.4 Developing mechanisms for the reviewing and revision of the
manuscripts:. ihe-Ti17!-;t l'anel cT Experts meeting, iFe subject
at -6-1-!; paper, is the outstanding example of 4 mechanism for
the reviewing of the manuscripts. It brings tdgether.ccholars
on ',abject matter and practitioners from the field. Tq the
extent po!;!;ible, it was recommended that all mpnographs be
reviewed by simiiar panels. The three authors whose manuscripts
were reviewed in Berlin stroagly endorsed the usefulness of the
Panel procedure,;.
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5.5 Testing of the monographs in use: It was strongly recommended that_
provisions be made for controlled testing'in use of. the monograph
series. This testing would occur in training workshops where the
monographs might be used alone or in conjunction with other
materials. Wherever posible, the authors of the monographs
being tested should participate in order to observe both thei
strengths and weaknesses of their manuscripts.

5.6 Reproducing the monograph in an inexpensive and effective fortat:
'As the monographs will be used in the field settings theyshould
be ruggedly bound: The quality of reproduction should belAich
as to facilitate reading 4nd assure that the monographs will
receive favourable and serious consideration. It was felt that
the initial4production run of the monographs should be limited
to perhaps two to trree thousand copies each.

r3./-7 Translating the monogrivhs and adapting them to particular training
contexts: The need for the translation of the monographs into
lational-andTinte'rnational languages was recognized by all partic-
ipants. In pursual of funding and assistance in trarislations,
Panel members suggested extensive contacts with regional and national
organizations working in the field of'literacy and non-formal
education. There was a general feeling thae,more than.a literal'
translation might be required to assure the adaptation of the
monograph series to other ecological.and.Cuitural settings. This
might be achieved by translations which are .culturally sensitive
and trtie to.-the ideas and purposes of the series rather. than ;-!?
technical criteria..alone. There was a strong feeling that thi.s
same purpose could be achieved by th e. development of- a "family
of materials" around the core of the monograph. Such materials.
might take the form of teacher's guides, work sheets, discussiOn
guides etc. For the monographs to serve their intended purposes,
they must be as widely distributed as possible. The IIALM offered
assurances that it fully endorsed this objective. There are no
plans to obtain a copyriOt for the series as reproduction in any
and all forms is encouraged. Ihe Institute's only obligation in
this matteT is to seek to'assure that its contributors.receive due
credit for the work which they have performed. Should'a commercial
publisher insist upon a copiright '1 protect himself against other
commercial editions in the same language, it is understood that the
Institute will he the holder of the copyright and will grant permission
to reproduce copies to all organizations or institutions who propose
to use or make available for, use the monograph on a non-profit basis.

5.8 Revising_the_monegraphs_: As stated above, it was felt that-the iyitial
rtui-6T the monographs should be limited. The printed

monograph should not be seen as a finfWC7Epria but as an inter-
mediate point in the process, the purpose of which is the imprevement
of training in literacy work. The testing and tostingrin-uso noted
abovo should provide the author with valuablo lessolis which might
be incorporated in future versioni,if the monographs. In this
respect, it was felt that the number of monographs in the series
should be limited to nome fifteen or twenty dealing with topics of
high importance.and general interest. Resources and attention
should be devoted to tbe improvement and revision of the series
rather than to the expansion of its coverage into fields,of peri-

.

phera1 interest.
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11.6 INSTITUTIONAL CO-OU(ZATION

An essential point upon which all were agreed was that the

production of the monograph seri.es should be a publi'c undertaking. The

series is intended as n service to the community of literacy workers.

The authors, the General Editor and the sponsor of the series, the

International Institre for Adult Literacy Metliods welcome the co-

n operation of organizations - local, national and international and,

4.individuals in the development of the'series. In this respect% the'

instituke paid tribute to the German Foundation,for Ifiterriati.onal

Development andthe German Adult Education Association who afforded

them valuable aid in the organization of the Panel meeting at a point

at which the conception of the series Was flexible and th'e purpose of

.the authors and editor was that of seekimg guidance and suggestions

rather than the defense of a finished product,
A

During the final sessions of'the Panel,participants expressed,

an interest in establishing further institutional contacts with the

splisoring organizations with respect to translalions'and use of the

monograph series.

Although each participant was speaking in the capacity ofpg,an

individual, the German Foundation, the German Adult Education Association

and the International Institute for Adult Literacy Methods held,firm hope

that ,some of the possibilities voiced' will comb to fruiton.

Dr. Kowit expreSsed interest in the translation of the Burke

monograph on the uses of radio in literacy into the .Thai language for

use in. a workshop presently being planned. Mrv. Ayman considered that

thd Iranian National Committee for World Literacy Programmes could

undertake translation of the monographs into Persian for usc in Iran

and possibly ih Afghaoishtan. pr. YattahipouPadded that the National'

Centre for Adult Education and Training in,Tehran would also offer co-

operation in the translation of the monographs. into PorsiarG

'
VP.' Khator noted that ASFEC might \be instrumental in the

translation of the.monographs_into Arabic. 111. Hanhim of the Sudan

agrond that the monographs would be or high value and put to use if

available in Arabic translations.
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notecl the Hetulnes'l of the, monographs to the

Nigerian Adult Education MovemunI and the availability of resources for

translation into nationaE lanuayes. He indimAafed that he would explore

the possibilities of organi,zritional co-opetation within Nigeria.

Y.,0joio cited interest among organir:ations within Tanzania

to tr:. !u monographs into Kiswahili. He noted the potential use-

fulnesi tire monographs on evaluation and oxganization and agreed to

purstio the ,estahlishment of testing-in-use situations for those monographs

in lanzania.

noted the effeetiveness of the Adult Education

Associations in Indie in the printing and distributing of educational

materials and suuested that this matter be pursued with th,. Indian

Adult Education Association.

Myr,. Kr,ohri mentioned World Education, Inc.'s contacts in some

twenty countries'and offered to faeilitate contacts and co-operation in

the testing of the monographs.
4

Proj'o;;;;or/.,'orflin cited the importance of involving regional,

national and local authorities in the diffusion of the monographs. He

offered his Full support in the promotion of the monograph series.

Boriouni noted tIve many levels and ways in which Unesco is

involved in literacy. As Training Officer of the Literacy Division he noted

his interest in the monOgraph series el his willingness to encourage their

us,age

Afr. Koweqc4r circulated a list of proposals relating to the

translation mid iise' of Hie mo'nogratilts in training and testing sctuations

in which the German Adult lineation Association might participate in Africa.

He listed regional co-ordination effdats by the DVV's Accra office; dis-

tribution of the monographs in Zaire, Ghana and Somalia; development of

testing siitiUtions in Zaire and Ghaua; and conditions .for support in the

production.and testing of Eitmahili versions of the monographs.

bp. Mullcp expressed the German Foundation's interest in assisting

with the organization of a second Export Panel for dlscussion'of subsequent

monographs and in promoting the use pf.the monograph series in'East Africa.
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COtiCLUSIONS

The Panel concludq4., its deliberations on the afternoon of

the 17th of July Me11111,r,I.rtOiested that the Final Report make mention

of thCr appreciat on the German Foul-Ida ion for Internatiorral

Development for the excellent organizat on and support of the Berlin

meetj.ng as well as for the friendship and hospitality they had .

experienced in Berlin.. All participants agreed that the Panel had
0.

provided an effective mechanism for informal discussions, small

group meetings and plenary sessions. The work programme for each

setting was carefully considered in order to maximize the advantages

and minimize the disadvantages. It was stionglY recommended that

sponsoring agencies should consider the holding of a second Pane in

1976 to discgss further manuscripts:

It WIS considered th t the,meeting had provided valuable

exchanges of.views on a topic of emerging importance: training strategies

for the promotion of non-formal education. The Intgrnational Institqe
for Adult Literacy Methods was commended on its initiative in preparing

and suppo in a muc ne ded series of training monographs. The General
Editor and the Director of the HALM in turn, expressed their appreciation
for the evident attention with which the participants had prepared them-
Selves for the meetang and the positive suggestions and offers of support

for the promotion of the series made by members of the Panel.

2 6
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'41f°r, 2AVPEN'U1.,X: REPORI'S OF. MP WORYING GROUPS,

. The working group Teports which comprise this

:. section of the Panel Report are the results of group dis-

cussion on the seven items of documentation offered f6r

consideration during the course of the Panel's. doliberations.

Authors of five of the items were present and part icipated

in the di scussi ons

..

In appending the reports of the working groups to

Oejii.An-Report 'no effort has been made-to-alter the form

lk idual reports . Material from the reports has

,..116.31,pte.Sented in summary form in the main body of the
,.. .

repOrt .1tse I f.
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Worl1/4 i-ng group I had, as its princ iple task the ex :1.m inat ion

of the monograph by Mr . Soh.an. Si ngh Learning. to Read; and Reading to

1..earn: An_Approach to a tiv.stem of Literacy Instruction, and the

offering of suggestions tor inclosion of material and revisions in

the manuscriyt. Members of thc 7.00p included:

Mrs, Lilly Ayman, chairperson; Mr. Sohan Singh, author;

Dr.. Rous'dhi KhateT, Mr. Joseph MPogolo, Mxs. Weist,

Dr. . Jos'ef Muller,, and Nh-. 1,1av id Kah ler ," rapport eur .

Conclusions and recommendations of the group regarding-

Mr. Singh's monograph include:.

I. The monograph represents the author's approach to instruc-

tional materials 'which is based on his experience in the field and

his concept of reading and writing.

2. The identity of thr: target audience for whom this monograph

was prepared was discussed
. well Is the need for the inclusion of a

statement to that effect in tile General Editor's preface to the monograph

("middle level literacy workers")
.

3. Revisions already4pndertalCen have enhanced the readability

of the manuscript as well °as having considerably shortened.it. . It

waS felt that further condensation and reworking of certain portions

of the manuscript would yet be beneficial. The reworking, in the form

Of examplifications of the workbook and 'guidebook advocated by the

alkthor, would deal primarily with the arithmetic portion of the mono-

graph. Another area needing revision is that of chapter summaries.
1

It was felt that summaries should be more reflective form-wise of

the chapter content (check.lists '.--,:tead of paragOaphs). The

chapter dealing with format was .;c1 as another area for revision

a.s well .as inclusion of more thorough treatment of the different

aspects of the physical make-up of the materials (page, size, print

size, illustrations, lay out, etc.) At the same time attempts will
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be made to .correcta telt;_imhAlance in treatment between the sections

dealing with reading and writim; and that 'dealing with arithmetic.

Theserovisions wil.1 be undel ,ken by the,General Editor and the staff

of tt)e IIALMand these will then he Submitted to the'author for his

considerati'on.

4. The group as well considered the stages.of learning to read

and write and the Concept of rOding-aud writing 'as basic factors

influencing the construction oLinstructional materials:. Ihey

therefore should be deali with-explièitly in the monograph.

S. Members of the group would like to.see the inclusion of a,

statement of the criteria upon which 'the authort.s chAite of method

ot teaching reading and writing'is based, as. .the'choice of method

is dependent upon various factors, one of which is language. The

!lolds true for content, style and-vocabulary.

2 9-
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REPORT Of' WORK MI (;ROOP II

Our discussions were On The Use of Radio in Adult Literacy

Programs by Prof. Richard Burke. Members of the group included:

Mr. safi El Hashim

Dr. Kowit V.

Mr. J. Klicker.

Dr.. James Ogunlade (Rapporteur)

Mr. 4R. Kidd

Mr: C. ilonanni

Prof. Richard Burke

Our order,of discussioni"wel:e -

1. Context - Radio as a4Medium of instruction - and what are

the political, ideolOOrical and national policies that affect

context.

2. Learner.- participation - curriculum preparation

Maintaining Interest

Groups and classes

3. Volunteer Leaders - Monitor - Animateur

roles of these.

Preparation and

4. Variation - Use of Radio Programme in the Context of:

a) Literacy Skill.

b) Information

c) Reinforcement

d) Others

5. Organisation of the Ra1io PrOgrammes

a) Other Materials

b) Group Organization

c) Support Services

6. Questions of:

in tespect to:

a) Demography i.e. (i) age groups of family grodp
(ii) Uraban and rural population

.b) Feedback system

/ 30
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7. Authors Questions in respect to:

a) Clarity

b) Interest

c) Accufacy

d) Sufficiency

c) Balance

f) Utility

44%,

8. kecommendations

1. CONTEXT

In,terms Of the context of the monograph, it was the opinion

of the group that some information should be given about

practical training that is necessary for the effective use of

radio as a tool for a literacy:edupation. .It shodld also be

stressed in the monograph that radio programme used for

literacy.education,mill be affected by,the

logical and national policies of the area. These shoUld

be clearly stated in the monograph bearing in mind 'tilp tayget.

group for which the monograph is intended.

2. LEARNER

It is the view of the gioup that something should be sair

about the range of listening pattern of the audience in the

monograph. This, it was felt, would'enable the literacy

worker to determine the length'of the radio broadcast.

3. VOLUNTEERS etc.

Because of regional variations or situational variations,

it seems profitable to define in the monograph-the various
A

meaning intended for words such as monitor and'animateur.

The roles of these people should alsb be stated however

small,

31



4. VARIATION - USE OF RADIO PROGRAMAE

There should be more comments on reinforcement in.the

monograph. For example when the plan is to teach the Potter

"o" certain words that contain the letters e.g. "book",

look", cook" should be stressed. Another example of

reinforcement is that the head or chief of the locality

cbuld be asked to talk about the importancelpr the problem.

. Apart from teaching basic literacy skills', the, monograph',

should contain how the context of the radio broadcast should

contain essential information about the knowledge to be

imparted,,to the target group (e.g information on health,

nutrition and family planning).

S. ORGANIZATION AND DISTRIBIIIION OF MATERIALS
C

The distribdtion" of support,ing materials such as literature

and primexsis not emphasised,enoughsin 'the monograph. Thp

should be improved. Mention,:should also be made on how

equipment shourd be distributed and the establishment of.

local service stations. Since the Monograph aims at people

in the rural areas,emphasis should be placed on getting

the supporting materials ready at least months before the

programmes. come on'the air.

6. OTHER QUESTIONS

This monograph is addressed to field workers in rural areas,

thus it leaves out people in urban and 'slum areas. Ashould

also mention which programmes. are suitable fof the different

demographic groups - whether of age groups or family groups.

7. AUTHOR'S QUESTIONS

The author wanted to know whether the monograph is clear,

interesting, accurate, sufficient and useable. It was the

view Of the group that the monograph is clear, interesting:,

accurate and useable, and that if the above suggestions are

attended to, it would also be sufficient.
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8: REMkTYNNTIONS

The group recommended that:

a) A monograph be commissioned to deal with the use of

othei= means of mass media in adult literacy education.

b) Information leAflet or another monograph be written about

What the administrator/planner should know about "The

Use,of Mass Media in Literacy Education".

c) There.should be a monograph on how to deal with literacy

education in the urban and slim areas.
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REPORT OY WORKINC; aHOUP

The report of this group will deal only with its review of
f

the monograph on Programmed-Instruction for Literacy Worke'rs by

S. Thiagarajan. However, many of the comments are intended. to nave

more general applicability to other monograllps in the series and

particularly as suggestions to authors who are just now beginning

'to write their drafts. The members of the group included:

Dr. John W. Ryan; Mr. Werner'Keweloh; Mrs. Martha Keehn,
(Chairperson)

Dr. Ahmad Fattahipour; Dr: David Evans and Dr; S. Thiagarajan
(Rapporteur) 0 (Author)

As part of our discussions we aske.d Dr. Thiagarajan to

summarize the major indicatorsof effectiveness which he would

seek in a field test of his monograph. These are reProduced

below to serve as a reference point for subsequent comments by

the group.

Effectiveness Indicators

1..COMPETENCIES ACQUIRED: ,

Can the:learner demonstrate the mastery of learner

analysis, task analysis, literacy=skills analysis, and

"evaluation? Can the learner demonstrate proficiency

in these skills by applying them to a self-selected topic

and producing aprogrammed learning instrument for a

selected target group?

2. INSTRUCTI9NAL INDEPENDENCE:

Is the manual independent of the need for teachers or

other inputs? Can a. learner work through the material

successfully without needing other resources?

3. TRANSLATABILITY: ,

?
Can a nonz:specialist translatorcu,lturally and ling sti-

cally translate the materials without the need for c nstantly'

checking with the author.
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Poe the learncr poks,. the following attiude.F1 about

prorammed intruction upon completion of study of the

manual?'

that
. development of instructjonal materials is a systematic

-proctti "

that-the adult learner should be involved as a collaborator

before, duz-ing, ind after the design of the instruc'tional

materials

that repeated testing and refinement is essqntial to any

material and that one nev.er produces a permanent version

that there are alternatiye approaches to instruction and'

that the principles and process of programming can,be ipplied

to many different apprOaches

Tho following are the suggestions of the group about the

monoraph grouped roughlr under the headings of Commpnications and

Technical issues.

: (LI> Naje, format, media)

0
- Suggest test 'frames' and exercises be added at the end

4
of the chapters

Suggest the use of an actual programmed learning sequence

as part of thetext,in several- places so the manual

'practices what it preaches.'

- consider reducing the amount-of technical terms included.
P

Suggest that criteria be developed to judge the bene.fits

of including speclific new technical terms'such as
#

importance of the'term to the subject

frequency of use of the term in the text

ease with which the tern could'be put into simple

ecliValent phrase

degree of use of the term in pther literature which the

learn.ermight be expected to read for further information



- Suggest inclusion of a glossary Where new terms are

clearly defined, preferably with eXamples

.- extent to which repetitiyeness of.material.(e.g.

.statement, treatment, summary) 'is necessary in

light of length of document

- Suggestion that to make it shorter either Several of the

later applied chapters be dropped, or that two volumes

be-considered a) chapters 1-8 as a basic document apd

b) chapters 9-12 as a more applied statement

- Consider replacing "condom" example which limits audience

and location acceptability of document but is n'ot Central

to basic message

- add examples and comments suggesting that women ,as well,

, as men cpn be taught with methods discussed. Use nbtrition

or heal.th, or other fields of interest to women.

Feasibility :

- The level is we'll beyond that of a typiCal literacy worker'
\

in many settings', Could be profitably used in teacher

training institutins or'in training of,trainers of literacy

workers

- possible conflict with traditional learning models which'

emphasize personal relationshipbetween learner and teacher,

and which emphasize learning ftoM Status authority figure

who is seen as expert. Learriiiii ftoM:a,wr.itten source
,

alone may be less acceptable or may at least require time

for introducfion and acceptance.

- add discussion on designing programmed materials.which

are not consumable A i.e., which can be used.Qvgr and over
.

g ,

4!

, 6

by many aifferenf learners..
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- expressed concern over confusion that might arise from

the historical variations in the meaning of the term

"fonction'al" as used in the monograph

effective if target group are literacy programmers

rather than literac'y workers

- that programmed learning does not stand by itself and

must be supplemented by other didactic approaches such

,as'demonstrations

- that discussion and examples be used to indicate ways

in which the material can be made directly relevant to

the local situation be given e.g.', replacing the Thakali

by a Yam, dealing with polution, or modern tools.

Ap:..ropriateness \.

- manual very appropriate in providing examples extensively,

and in presenting to reader clear .set of procedures useful

in any instructional materials development. Process valuable
4even if no programmed materials are to beThroduced.

- examples clear, well presented, and backed.up by clear

diagrams and charts summarizing major points of the author.

- mill be good resource of second spiral natureAlseful for

those who are "reading to learn."

likely to be most useful to upper-middle level workers

at regional and national level.

General Comm'ent's :

- cOncerned that literacy comiknent of the examples.never

really drawn out of show how frames produce BOTH functional

learning as well as. literacy,practice
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c- some clarification of chapter three be undertaken to
,

make format closer to other chapters and to highlight

more clearly the relevance of adult,learningto prog-

; rammers task. In chapter/ three clarify.the relative

appropriateness of programmed instruction.for illit-

erates, pre-literates, and neo-literates.. Discuss

problems peculiar to application of this method to

illiterates in particular. Give examples of this if

at all possible. e.g. , Egyptian model.

- consider modification on paragraph about Freire to be

le'ss sanguine about similarities of his philosbphy and

that of Programmed instructi,7.

Overall' ryaction was that the monograph was clear,,well written,

provided a .maSt valuable example to other authors. Particularly note-

worthy is the precision in setting limited goals and summarizing theme

clearly.
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;fi'OLIP IV

Report of the working group on the Zimmer monograph

ToWard Understanding Visual Literacy and Visual Communication

Members of the Group: Mrs. Ayman; Dr. Khater,

Mrs. Klicker;..Mr. Burke-Reporter

General ObserVations

1.t1here is a' great deal of valuable information in this

monog-raph, but without the illustrations, it is.difficult.to evaluate

its full impact. Rough pencil sketches would be helpful in.judgin

how well.the authors have combined the visual and vetbal elements.in,

developing their.material.. We felt that the menograph,thoug'h

interesting in essence, could do more to engage tip reader ,The

reader could be asked to make his own,drawings,'to Complete drawings,

to give his own examples and so forth.. A serieS.of specific tasks

to encourage. the reader to participate'actively in his oWn'learning

would make the monograph much more Useful.,

2. The authors seem tiirect their remarks to fellow

professionals in design and audioVisual communication, rather than
to the fielci worker-organizer. The monograph' would be more useful

% to literacy field_workers if .emphasiS were placedkon using and intet-,

preting existing vistal Materials,. rather.than on designing, producing

and distributing new materials. '

$

3. The authors seem,to treat visual literacy-as an.pnd in
itself, with almost.no mentioniof thöt4elation between learning from

' the visudl and functional itefacy. LittlA.mention ig made of the
ways in which 'visUal jiteracyCan..assist the learner in dealing with
concepts aild abstractio. Little:'mention is. made of some of th
practi ipplications of-visual litert.cy such as learning to read

(-hafts, machiRe drawings and other similar material,.

The authors indicate that the.practical aspects of visual .literacy

will be dealt with in Chapter Three, but these applications should.
probably be treated earlier in the.monograph..
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Content and Style

A. Content

1. Thegroup,qoestioned-the need for.the oxtensive

- historical ireathbnt of the developMent of Oommuni-
=7*,cation. If thc authors feel that the historical

Terspective i'S'necessary, they shoulAnclude the
. 4

' deyeropMontof hieroglyphics, pictographs and

early forms Of writing and.44.isq.11 representatiq*
.

-

It wasr;felt that their intOPT:Pthtion of history

'was sOperfiCiaL, andpn, st5m einstances, inaccurate

or misleadiiig:.

:
.

Some of
-

:th.. A4
h

, `;.iiat .

io.remarkn te soyitOgy o communiat.
. -.:

, ,

Ci#Ons.. .

:were a bit superficial.'
,

. -._

B. Stylq-

^ 'WS

1. The mOnograph needs considerable.wOrk on organization,,

structure and sequence.

2. There is little-relation between the sub-titles and

theactual content, ospeciAlly in Chapter One.

. The, authors need.to clarify and highlight someetif

their terminology for thebenefit of those readers.

who are unfamiliar:with the principles Of visual

COmmunicatiOn,

°

4. The-authors seem overly apologetic about their

"Western:orienttion"

. The chapter suMmaries are repetitions rather than

true suimatips,

Conclus,ions and RecoMmehdatiOn$

1. The,group feels-that the monograph though interesting

in esence,- should, be .oritiolled.mpre toward:the user than

toward the .prodricetThfArisual materials inthe teaching

of literacy::
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-1 1,.. ! :', .: .. ! 1 1,;-, t rat ions not only i..o attlii1 1/
.11i.1 ,.' lpi 1±10. H,H,!.. they are Maki-ng, but more irf.port Dr:

thr r:t i el H ..,-cific learning:ta.sks throwbmit

the mono iaph.

The 1,1thor., r emphais on the development
,

of "tie.,tern" mode oC (-.ommunicatiqn, and considerably

r.OrC .q) ic war, in wikich culture oriented

mter I ajd iii t he teach inp. of I i teracy. Norc
f;pr un que..1 lofifi such :ts "how do the!,(_

material., help hinder learning" "how can professionally
.4

dril!ned and printrd material's be supplemented for specific

local learniiw ta..1., and "how cAn the field worker be of

thr ffcts of culture-oriented

I 11.1 1 MA t( riA "

1. The author. .,hould read Cal-efully Mr. Sohan Singh's,mono-

the two theme., are very closely related.

cf)1111'.11111', 101 1 ft II liii ii )I;()),/ :ipti (II) 1 ingui st ics

. T )11,I T hi t. rifw op. FA ph I rum the out ...ant hot.
II I WI)] ,.ader?.. may not 10 f 01111 ll;tr

I II I erm

A ',mil] y[fe;..:It; at fhe beginnini4 of the motiouaph might he

helpful.

H,,e j 14j %.pe( temittolugy as pw'Aible.

:I pp r 0:14 'T It I hi. .oth lc( T ,hollld tiC Mole, prob em-or en! d.
And I hr(,14.t If Al. ti() re IVA' of, persona l expori
..pvc I

:i.rtion two Dealing with !he written langu.age.

A, Tuu tnr Ahuve the Irvel of the rrader.

6. MAy hut hr of.tlic reader at this level



l.e.,son.,frorn 1,1 t'pc i'1 r tlw Literacy WAker: hy
vl

F.unrictli Baubr;m.

The memhen-, Of 1 lif rinip in iwn.d

Wei.:1-; r, Rvan; Mr, Bonanni; Mr. Kewc.loh; Mr. fattier
(.Chairman) (Rapporteut)

The g null) fe t I 11;11 a manual on 1 ingil CS icc relat ion
t11 Ii I 1r: rat: y eachirw, WOli Id. Add 0;,; mil-Tow, of ntert!,;t to 11 po1iulatiecn

largr than the. field worl,er and including policy makers and other!).

The group.emphaized.that. the m:rnual 'cliould be ;V, pract cal as pw;sible

and de,,iglied to tiring Olt': contributions of linguitie.; to the problems

'of 1 i tc'r;iiy worker.

r'oup dev a

mono,.,,r7iph4 ,,11110 1a 1,)

WI? Ih,

que.;tion.r which they felt the

The con.,i.A of the following.:

,d VAT linguHtic di.:cipline!, in

literary and II mplication.. tor lit('racy?

What (hriefly put)? t.r

What r,; thr. toff. ol in the rhow,ing of the

1:1i1P.I1:1',',I I If 1 i I r:1(- y?

What ', 11w I() f of I I II I his' P ripa rat i

Ilict a y pi ()gramme? ( 1 I I 1(;i1 mu tirnupu
philinti I (4.1 t;1 I rt.:HMO:11 11';1 I , lux i c;1 I and lox IC:11 pattern.. of

he part i( ip;(411'. I :illioiarp)?

What I the role ol lingoi%tic% in the. fwld ol methodology

And the preparation of liter:1,1.y material.; (key wurek 1H1,

readability, plira.,e:'-itr)nture et( .)?

What I% the role id' ih the teaching of rending

1111(1 'WI II 111',.! (overcoming reading and writing dIfficultle%)?

I. Moat rolp of I inp,okt I nn Iii tliç f each i of 11 nol;,1

I angiiityl."

A
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Other point!; tryated and questi'ons posed were:

1 Hiterac ,inguistIcs what are the connections

the Two, how can they be analskzed and what are somL

examples of Hist applications!

2, fn Section III, the antht,r suggests certain linguistft

framcwork,;. (,:otifd examples of the applications or these

he given emphasizing the,advantages and disadvantages of

each approach -and their applicability in differing'

,;ftuations?

A part of the monograph assumes the availability of a

linguistic specialist whose role is explained to the literacy

worker. Wer a linguistic not'available, are there simple

ctechniques wlich might be explained to the liaracy worker

to enable him to carry out essential operations? If so, cap'.

the procedures and their logic be simply explained?
,

4. When the author mentions ttrmfnology such as deictics,

Morphophonemic problems, etc how will'he clarify these

term; to the reader?

! A w want to look at the problem from the perspective Of

the m.ddle level worker, 'can the essentials'be simply
. presented without the complications of technical terms?

4 3
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REPORT OF WORIUNG CROUP VI

Organizlng for Lity?racy by H.S. Rhola

The.ffiembers of the group included!

Prof. H.S. Bhola (Autho?)

Dr. Ahmad ipour.

Dr,;Jochen Klicher(Rapporteur)

Mr.bZakayo .I.Mpogolo

Mr. Sohan Singh Kha'i.rman)

.

The seport of,this group deals with the outline of the

monograph orirganizing for 1,1-teracy Wor4:. H.S. Bhola. But' some

comments and suggesteons to the author give also further points. ,

of view, espe'cially what Ar7-:iihlio'SOplOcal And political jimplications

of the 1-01,C5 and syles fut. organiling social systems are concerned.

..fhe discussion can be .summarized by'the following list of

conflicts which the group assumed can arise in the field of.organizingH

for litoracy wOrk': '

conflicts,dealing with the dWerent leVels of organizers

- confli01; between.j.liorganizer's.philosovhy- and other

philosophies which he is faced with around the weT16
,

conflicts bofween the' authorl med61 of malageMe, ntlahd

its philosophical backgroundj'and different,,ru es of'

management

- conflicts which can come from the revolutionary.nature

of functional literacy'

- conflicts created by the detinic. rat h; nature of 1 iteracy
Organi zati on confronted to other sod) al - nay be resi sting -
Organ zations of sot'..i 0 ty
con fl icts coning. Iron the di fferent th ink iny, Lesidc.

i nvo lved in literacy work

conflicts'between literacy work as an Important blanch of

non formal education and the (old) formal .0ducation system,

conflicts dealing with social cinss differences

4 4
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As part of our discn.; i,11 the group spent a long,time

four topics which we considerrd to he important:
.

fn. 11r(;iip discussed the problem of power,

which-organizations - as social systems need to survive-

T and bctl et'to serve their clients. While doing his

organizer/literacy teacher gains power.. Then
A-it!':

he has to harmonH.e the legitimization of new leadership

with the power of already established institutions The

way to solve,the problem by borrowing power from older

and established groups of,leadership seems to be the be;;t.

2. Another prob-lem in which the group was involved was the

authors management philosophy. Professor Bhola: "It is

eclectft."

The group discussed the dilemma of an effective management

.0

.model for organizing literacy work on one hand and the need,:4..

of democratic responsibility of people on th other hana:4.

However the author stressed.his "christmas tree model"(5.
managing,where the "decorations on the tree can be very'

humani!;tic" and the bureaucratic pyramid as the most

tiOnal way of proceeding.

::!:fhen the group tried to see and undtrstand the.problem

rhat some role -1,*rTo.rms in, the learning group continue

performing theirrOf'esythey are used to-: However the

organizer.for literacywork has to, put it out for 2xample,

that an expert joining a learning group is not in the some

.timc a "great communication man." That is what groups cahH.

undr.;tand and handle.
1

4

Dealing with the consequences of role and status for the

organizing work the group suggestee 'that the author':.;

tlu'vight. on :the literacy organizer ("He must not sabotage

own plans by recruiting friends, relatives,, stiOents,

or admirers .wh(n they are clearly unprepared for the jobs
Ao he donc",) ,1 a right but idealistie. Prof. lihola 'agreed.
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In general the group agreed with the author's opinion

that many problems in the context of organizing for literacy work

can not be soiVed. But this does not mean that the organizer

has not to Ikeer'his mind open for all these problems.

Recommendations

The group would.be pleased with fnore details given.in this

manuscript upon configuration and ctInfigurationai relationships as it

is already published in P.rof. Bhola's woik "The Confidrational Theory

of Innovation Diffusion." Some members would like to see the inclusion

of a paragraph upon the different and difficult clientels.
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Dil:,51;ion of. 011'.1int. on Literacy Evaluation by
4

H.. khoki xoJ Joiln

mcmher.t; of HI(' r,,(Ip included:

HasHim (Cliairpersop)

ProC.

hr. Ounlnde

Dr. Thiagarajan

Dr. 1"..owit

Or. Moller pnd
;

(kliPP0J7t(q111

the PrOpOsed monograph-9n evaluation took
.

p lengthy nnd dotal led di scussi on about the targ,at
c'

nt1,4Wit). eltvOve l'iteracy worker.' That discu!'is0a

..-opula.Pized.graphically Attnchment A, and it greatly.influenced

Our C0,11:;Idf,r:Ition of the monograph.

Recognizing that the manuscript which we bad in hand --

"Makit:A'g Evaluation Operational in Functional Literacy Programs" -T

'WW:ftof cvon a rough, draft of the propose:d monograph,, or Even of

(!clion, we began our discussion by foCusing on the sub-

'sitit14.:ive aspl!cts suggested by Pr. Thiagarajan!s list of criteria:

effectivenen, and feasibility.

Therm was unanimow; (agreement that the subject of evaluation
1., one that urgently needs to be dealt with at all levels. the teacher

0 /needs to understand why he is asked to collect data abotit dropout. and

attendance rates, the policy-maker needs:to un derstand what gains he can
expect from Jlosignating funds for progrmn evaluation, and the adminktrator
nved to be able to find hi! way among the varieties of evaluative ap-
proaches open to him and to utnierstand what they can,contrIbute tn th.e

cnipnumni ol hi!: program,
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Partly because a number of recent (or soon to be .,,,,h1ished)

articles and monographs already exist which are directed totL nigher

levels .of decision makers, but more particularly because the 5tated

objective of the monograph project is to assist in the training of

middle-level literacy workers it was sLggested that the authors

concentrate their attention on Sectipn 2 of Part II in the proposed

outline, i.e., "Specific Measurement Problems in Literacy." We

would probably recommend that the second part of the title be changed

from "Collecting Data as Part of Implementation" to "Collecting,

Interpreting, and Using Data as Part of Implementation.

Mr. Hashim, Dr. Ogunladc, .and Dr. Kowit described- the kinds

of evaluative chores that the'Senior Adult Literacy Office or his

counterpart might be called upon to under'take, in their respective

countries. They included some of the following: supervising the

distribution and collection of achieVement tests and to some degree

interpreting the results; evaluating the effectiveness of training

courses for teaikgrs; reporting on atiendance and dropout rates; making

recommendations about changes needed 'either_in language or content

of centrally prepared materials to make them more applicable at the

regional or locallevel.

lt wasqlreed that the middle-levdl worker nepds help in

relatively simple ;interpretive skills: how to-interpret evaluative ,

findiRso.

elemfit*ry trbri alysis,

lookibg.tf ences.(discrepencies) and asking why they are there,

how tQ,.tO i. fl.ftonalineo records and think through what they mean,

how to observe cluss-and listen for relevant information,

how to encourage ffeld.level personnel to talk about their problems,

iind how O'design simply, low-cost ',,infijrmaP. evaluation techniques.

: Perhaps the tail1ior3:inight:i*eder,thelr bu3ic.approach.

Instead of beginOng with.theory und moving to the concrete, we suggest

that theytrY moving alon0.a continuum from the highly specific to the

highly (or notlso-h.ighlY) nbltract, hearing in Mind the background of
-

the reader In the subject matter, his experlence In tho field, his
0

language skill3, and.hI3';tool' 541113, Thi3 wound Involve an inductive,
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it In:r 'H,rin .i (',.',!:;,' I I t in-, with the part icular
1

. dit I V HI, !II, Vs'.. I r -ori r t .' ,H1r,4-411;in v i cy verSa .

-a
..

, ,,k,.

I t I .i,,,i. il ,I.It...'....t. .;n4.1 WOU Id be' more u!-.efti I ar.H.

rrioro. I-I-J(1.'1)1r.. to it , t ii 1 I wu; have der- inc,1 i t cr)ryt.
e U hr.-Hu i t P I r pro!) l.r!m that .11Ftglyt hr2 .Incod hy

.wut em, uni i I it ri 10,1,,1 ;.-,rnrip le or 'samples ot the
I t ri I a i ri 1 ion I oo I ir I you I o( al le:Ideal's monthly I o!

t uli.t t 1(),-, I t it li:4ppeiri I ng? Is it good o r

t ahoot it.

un I v I hf (Id 1.401'1: el. (as we 1 1 as others) n eL '
t 1 on,h, r t and h i /he r iii i n t he i,.est a 1 t- of the prop, ram process ,

ki,),- what de( in i ons a re his to what ortnat i on he need-,
..4j!

on Wit I Ii ) hase t hose 1 i I ens . hoped that th i s monograph rIO

pro,: 111 with t he 1. Ind id he! trerh., t o be ab,1 e to i dent i ,

prepare adm rim nIor , and interpret 10 levant dat a arid data co I 1 ect i

i 11-.1 mimeo 1 .

Part 1nl.,a r might (gel 1 he i v en, to the pract I ca
. ,

1 i c)n Findi ng.. 1 hit fa I 1 wi th in the prov i i orr of the

11, e , "What' Can Yon do About t?" was proposc-d as a

L I t 11;1.111 t)i t h u Itionog aply

r HI;iy lie 'de ,. rah le t r i ze i n MI at I achment or an

appcm.li x !. ' , t 1 1 0 - 1 1 1 1 . o r y de ved I Inn' I I I , . practical cons iate'rat. i on!; d I

1C1,.1):4- body t he 111,41op ra ph

At ail:in-ell-I A A I i nd o l a prol'i 1 e (,1 the 'Mi dd e-Leve I literacy Wor-Ler:,'
. ,
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TUE MIDDLE LEVEL LITERACY WORKER*

ilit($esponsibility and
Qualifications

Position Fitic-

National Head
National Staff

*Trainers and Teachers.;
of Literacy Personnel
National Centre

*Regional Head

*Regional Staff

'.District Head

Senior Officer
.0

, 1-5 yeArs,experience'
.Provincial Adult Edgcation Responsible for 30-100
Officer teachers

Asstslant to Senior Officer GradtAiWmith teaching 4
. 4%perie*eA,:

Ex-tea.chers on the wayup_
.

,

Adult Education Officer

CAPABILITJ,ES

SubjectW.ter .'Exnerience

Short Adult
Education Cours'es

One y ear adult

education
, diploma

el' *it

Lan)uage Tool Skills

Primary, 'or second-. Good command Variable,experience in sQlf,
'of 16(30 and instructiAn, discussion
or national ski 1 16 P

lan-gumcs

ary teaching

Ex/ete.,ion work

,

' heg,.inniflg

universLty.

.ftveel Finglish

C6r Fi'epch
- .Spani6Ol

. ,

:ap1)lication'41.03;
..

^

be:7
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